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Abstract 

 
Cloud computing is a cutting edge technology that provides low cost business solutions to 

organizations who cannot afford the cost of expensive infrastructure. Low cost is the main factor 

of cloud computing services for which organizations are shifting to cloud. Small and medium 

organizations are shifting to clouds for their infrastructure requirements to save cost but security 

is the main barrier in the growth of cloud computing. Cloud computing environment provides 

different services over the network, there are three service models of cloud computing: IaaS 

(Infrastructure-as-a-Service), PaaS (Platform-as-a-Service), SaaS (Software-as-a-Service). All 

the services of cloud computing are accessible through Internet, so all the security threats of 

Internet are also applicable to the three service layers of cloud computing. In clouds, since all the 

data is being transferred through network so the valuable data of individual users or 

organizations is more susceptible to security attacks like interruption, interception, modification, 

fabrication, non-repudiation etc. 

 

Among all the three service layers of cloud computing, SaaS offers software applications via 

Internet rather than licensing, installing and maintaining software on organization’s computers or 

servers. Traditional on-premise software applications require a complete setup thereby increasing 

the costs of infrastructure, licensing, development and maintenance. This paper focuses on the 

comparison of traditional on-premise software applications and SaaS applications. 
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Introduction 

 
Traditional on-premise software applications require a complete setup including hardware, 

operating systems, network etc. For years, organizations have made large investments in 

traditional on-premise software applications but now SaaS applications are growing rapidly 

because of attractive usage and payment options. SaaS models are based on pay-as-per-usage 

model, there is no need to buy the software. Customers can withhold their payments when the 

software applications are not required which is not possible in case of traditional on-premise 

software applications. SaaS is sometimes referred to as on-demand software. SaaS applications 

are flexible, robust, cost-effective and efficient as they improve the overall operations. In SaaS, 

software applications are available on a subscription basis (monthly or annually fee) accessible 

via web browsers. Examples of common software applications are: payroll software, DBMS 

software, accounting package, management information systems, customer relationship 

management systems, content management systems, billing systems, antivirus software, CAD 
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software etc. In SaaS model, customers lease the software, they don’t buy and upload the 

software. 

 

In SaaS, software applications are less expensive than traditional on-premise software 

applications because in SaaS, users pay only according to pay-as-per-usage basis. SaaS 

applications are based on multi-tenancy architecture whereas traditional on-premise software 

applications are based on single-tenancy architecture. 

 

 

Traditional on-premise software applications 

 
For years individual users or organizations have been using traditional on-premise software 

applications. In traditional on-premise software applications thick clients like computers and 

laptops are required to run the applications. IT infrastructure such as hardware, operating 

systems, storage facilities, middleware, servers, networks and IT staff who know how to operate 

the system are required in on-premise applications, so traditional on-premise software 

applications require a complete IT setup which incurs a huge cost. 

 

In traditional on-premise software applications, applications are installed on the standard 

physical server of an organization or individual customer. Traditional applications are based on 

single-tenancy architecture. Free trial is not available in case of traditional software. In case of 

traditional software, automatic updates are not available and a new version is always a new 

purchase.  In on-premise applications a new upgrade is potentially a new investment in IT 

resources and underlying technologies. 

 

Even though traditional on-premise software applications provide less cost savings, they do 

provide important operational benefits, such as having the data and computing of applications 

stay on premises, the ability to monitor system performance and the ability to customize their 

applications in house. 

 

 

SaaS applications 

 
SaaS solutions normally utilize a multi-tenant architecture in which a single instance of software 

application serves multiple businesses and customers while partitioning its data individually. 

Each customer is called a tenant. Data of all the tenants is stored in a single database thereby 

simplifying the data mining process. Tenants can alter some parts of applications like color, 

look-and-feel etc. of the user interface to suit their requirements but tenants are not allowed to 

change the application’s code to suit their requirements. 

 

In case of SaaS applications, there is no need to build an infrastructure, buy expensive servers 

and add more IT staff. SaaS model allows the companies and individuals to subscribe the 

http://www.savvisdirect.com/microsoft-hosted-exchange
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software applications and outsource the task of managing the back-end infrastructure to the SaaS 

provider which results in dramatic cost saving.  

SaaS model delivers an application to multiple customers via web browsers through thin clients 

with an underlying database and object code. SaaS is based on web delivery model and all the 

applications are managed by Cloud Service Providers (CSPs). There is no need to download or 

install the applications on individual computers as applications can be run directly from a web 

browser through Internet. One common example of SaaS is web-based E-mail. Everything is 

managed by the Cloud Service Providers (CSPs) including security. In SaaS model, users have 

very less control over the applications. Also, the level of security responsibility migrates towards 

the user as the user moves from SaaS (least user responsibility) to IaaS (most user 

responsibility). In SaaS model, CSPs are responsible for controlling operations and maintaining 

security. So in SaaS model users have the least amount of control and cloud providers have the 

greatest amount of responsibility for data security. User is totally dependent on the CSP’s 

compliance or SLA (Service Level Agreement).  In SaaS, the customer has limited control of 

user-specific application configuration settings.  

 

SaaS model is a software licensing and delivery model in which users can subscribe for software 

applications on a payment basis. All the applications are accessible via thin clients such as 

netbooks, smart mobile phones, tablets etc. via web browsers. Software maintenance and support 

is the responsibility of SaaS providers thereby reducing subscriber’s costs of hardware and 

software maintenance. Users prefer thin client based software applications of SaaS rather than 

thick client based traditional on-premise software applications. 

 

SaaS applications support application customization. Users can alter the set of options like look-

and-feel etc. For example, to support user’s common need to change an application's look-and-

feel so that the application appears to be having the user's brand, many SaaS applications provide 

(through a self service interface or by working with application provider staff) a custom logo and 

sometimes a set of custom colors for users. The customer cannot, however, change the page 

layout unless such an option is designed for. SaaS offers various products for clients. Some 

examples are: Google Apps, Salesforce, Workday, Concur, Citrix GoToMeeting, Ramco on 

Demand ERP (RODE), Cisco WebEx, ZOHO CRM, Apple’s iCloud, Netflix Apps, Net suite etc. 

In case of SaaS applications individual users or organizations can work anywhere as software is 

hosted in the cloud and accessible over the Internet. Users can access SaaS applications via 

mobile devices wherever they are connected. For example: checking customer order histories 

prior to a sales call, as well as having access to real time data and real time order taking with the 

customer.  

  

In SaaS model, customers rely on providers for security measures. Since SaaS model is based on 

multi-tenancy, all the data of different customers should be isolated from each other. So, SaaS 

providers develop strong security mechanisms for securing data and isolating multiple tenants.  

 

 

 

Traditional On-Premise Software Applications versus SaaS Applications  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Look-and-feel
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Look-and-feel
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Brand
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Self_service
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Page_layout
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Page_layout
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Page_layout
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Parameters Traditional On-Premise Software 

Applications 

SaaS Applications 

Accessibility Traditional on-premise software 

applications are accessible via thick 

clients such as personal computers, 

laptops etc. Thick clients are 

computing devices with enough 

processing power and storage.  

SaaS applications are accessible via 

thin clients such as netbooks, smart 

mobile phones, tablets etc. via web 

browsers. Thin clients are computing 

devices with minimum processing 

power and storage only to access 

Internet and display web pages.  

 

Cost 

 

Incremental cost 

 

 

 

 

 

Cost of entry 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Cost of setting 

 

After five to seven years traditional 

on-premise software applications 

have no incremental costs even if 

new users are added.  

 

 

Traditional on-premise software 

applications require a complete setup 

including hardware, operating 

system and network support thereby 

increasing the overall cost.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Cost of setting up the environment 

for a new customer is high in case of 

 

SaaS applications have incremental 

costs because SaaS applications are 

subscription-based and cost of SaaS 

applications increases as more users 

are added. 

 

With SaaS applications, there is no 

need to buy hardware to host new 

applications which reduces the cost of 

entry. SaaS applications are based on 

pay-per-usage model. There is no need 

to provision internal resources to 

install the software, the SaaS vendors 

provide APIs and perform much of the 

work to get their software working for 

clients. As a result, the initial setup 

cost for SaaS is typically lower than 

the equivalent traditional software. 

 

Cost of setting up the environment for 

a new customer is low in case of SaaS 
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up the 

environment 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Cost of on-going 

support 

 

 

 

 

 

Cost of future 

updates 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Cost of License 

& Maintenance  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Cost of 

Networking  

traditional on-premise software 

applications. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Traditional on-premise software 

applications are sold with an up-front 

cost with a permanent license and 

with an optional ongoing support 

fee.  

 

 

Cost of future updates is sometimes 

bundled in the initial cost of 

traditional on-premise software 

applications otherwise user has to 

pay for updates whenever needed. 

 

 

 

 

For traditional on-premise software 

applications users have to pay a high 

upfront cost for license with an 

optional on-going maintenance fee.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In traditional on-premise software 

applications cost of networking the 

on-premise systems is associated & 

applications as SaaS vendors offer 

applications using the freemium 

model. In this model, a free service is 

made available with limited 

functionality or scope, and fees are 

charged for enhanced functionality or 

larger scope whereas some other SaaS 

applications are completely free to 

users, with revenue being derived 

from alternate sources such as 

advertising. 

 

SaaS providers generally price 

applications on the basis of a 

subscription fee (ongoing support fee 

is usually bundled in the subscription 

fee), most commonly a monthly fee or 

an annual fee. 

 

Cost of future updates is bundled in 

the subscription fees (weekly or 

monthly) and SaaS providers usually 

price their applications based on some 

usage parameters, such as the number 

of users using the application, charge 

per transaction, event, number of 

processors required etc.  

 

In SaaS applications cost of license 

and maintenance cost is bundled in the 

monthly subscription fee. SaaS 

applications allow small and 

medium businesses (SMB) to use 

software applications that otherwise 

they would not use due to the high 

cost of license. Maintenance costs are 

reduced as well, since the SaaS 

provider owns the environment and 

maintenance cost is split among all 

customers that use that solution. 

 

SaaS/Cloud applications are usable 

anywhere via the Internet, eliminating 

the need for the expenses of 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Freemium
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 abided by the organizations. networking infrastructure. 

 

Time required 

for a working 

solution 

In traditional on-premise software 

applications months or weeks are 

required for a working solution.  

 

In SaaS applications days or hours are 

required for a working solution. 

Architecture Traditional on-premise software 

applications are based on single-

tenant architecture in which multiple 

copies of software with different 

configurations are installed on 

physical machines across multiple 

customer sites.  

 

SaaS applications are based on multi-

tenant architecture in which 

application software is installed on 

multiple virtual machines to cater the 

requirements of multiple customers 

which is known as horizontal scaling.  

Security Individual customers and 

organizations are responsible for the 

logical and physical security as 

whole infrastructure is being 

managed by individual customers or 

organizations. Security risks are low. 

 

SaaS provider is responsible for the 

logical, physical and network security 

as whole infrastructure is being 

managed by the SaaS provider. 

Security risks are high but Cloud 

Service Providers usually implement 

strong security mechanisms for 

securing data in clouds. 

 

Incidences of 

Downtime 

More Less 

Accountability Accountability of traditional 

software vendors is less as they have 

few obligations once the software 

has been deployed at customer’s site. 

Accountability of SaaS vendors is 

more as if SaaS application does not 

function properly then customers can 

withhold their payments and 

pressurize the SaaS vendor to fix the 

problem. 

 

Availability Traditional on-premise software 

applications remain available for use 

even if the customer stops paying 

maintenance cost, the current version 

of the software will always remain 

available for use.  

With SaaS applications, if customers 

stop paying the subscription cost then 

access to software is not available. In 

some cases, SaaS vendors have 

contracts that don't even allow the 

customers to retrieve their own data 

until they make the full payment.  

 

Customization  Unlimited customization is allowed 

Since customers own the software in 

case of traditional on-premise 

software applications they can 

Limited customization is allowed. In 

case of SaaS applications 

customization is limited to alteration 

of look-and-feel, color combinations 
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customize the software according to 

their requirements.  

 

etc. because SaaS applications are 

based on multi-tenant architecture. In 

case of SaaS applications changes in 

database may affect other customers as 

all the customers are sharing the same 

database. 

 

Deployment Deployment of traditional software is 

slow because existing end-user’s 

hardware and operating system 

compatibility with the new 

applications is evaluated to check 

whether upgrades are required in the 

existing infrastructure or not. This 

makes the deployment process of 

traditional software applications very 

time consuming. 

 

Deployment of SaaS applications is 

very easy and fast. SaaS applications 

can be put into operation very fast. 

SaaS applications are easier to set up. 

Upgrades or 

Updates  

In traditional on-premise software 

applications some updates are 

automatic. In traditional on-premise 

software applications updates cannot 

be incorporated in an easy manner as 

users are using different 

configurations of an application. 

Also traditional on-premise 

applications are not often updated 

more frequently. 

 

In SaaS applications all updates are 

automatic. SaaS model is based on 

accelerated feature delivery and offers 

automatic, frequent upgrades or 

updates as part of the ongoing 

subscription charge because the cost of 

future upgrades is usually bundled in 

the nominal monthly fee. SaaS 

applications are often updated more 

frequently (weekly or monthly basis). 

Updates can be easily incorporated 

and executed because in SaaS model, 

applications are hosted centrally and 

updates are decided and executed by 

SaaS providers not by users.   

 

Software 

acquisition and 

Licensing 

Customers pay a big upfront fee for a 

perpetual license to traditional 

software vendors. 

Traditional on-premise software 

application’s acquisition method 

requires the users to install the 

application on their computer and 

use licenses for the authorization. 

Cost incurred is very high in case of 

traditional software acquisition.  

SaaS is based on pay-as-per-usage 

model, there is no need to buy the 

perpetual software licenses. With 

SaaS, the users are required to pay 

only subscription charges and there is 

no need to install the software on 

physical machine.  The software are 

accessible via Internet, users are not 

required to use licenses.  
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Time required 

for installation 

and 

configuration 

Installation is required as hardware 

and software reside at user’s site. 

Traditional on-premise solutions take 

months or weeks to install and 

configure.  

Installation is not required as SaaS 

applications are already installed. 

Hardware and software reside at 

provider’s site. SaaS applications are 

delivered to the users via Internet. 

In SaaS model, the software 

(application) is already installed and 

configured. Users can quickly have the 

application ready for use usually in 

hours. SaaS applications are often 

installed and working solution is 

available in a fraction of the time of 

on-premises deployments. 

 

User friendly Traditional on-premise software 

applications are less user-friendly 

than SaaS applications. 

Traditional software applications are 

user-friendly but free offerings are 

not available. Users could not 

migrate to different applications for 

accessing the features of different 

options available.  

 

SaaS applications are more user 

friendly than traditional on-premise 

software applications because mostly 

all SaaS providers provide technical 

support. Technical support includes 

ongoing user support, updates and 

patches. In SaaS applications, updates 

are identified on the basis of user’s 

behavior within the application 

because SaaS providers have access to 

user’s behavior which makes it easy to 

identify the scope of improvement. 

SaaS offerings are easy to use because 

SaaS applications are generic and 

come with samples inside it. In case of 

SaaS applications user-interface is 

designed keeping in mind the 

expectations of multiple potential 

customers. Users can test the software 

functionality or a new release feature 

in advance.  

  

Adoption rates Adoption rates of traditional on-

premise software applications are 

low because of high cost of entry.  

Adoption rates of SaaS applications 

are high because of low cost of entry. 

Adoption is fast and easy in case of 

Saas applications because SaaS 

applications are accessible via all 

popular and familiar web browsers.  
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Resistance High Low 

 

Mobile 

Synchronization 

In case of traditional on-premise 

software applications mobile 

synchronization requires additional 

software which is often costly. 

In case of SaaS applications mobile 

synchronization requires additional 

software which is often free or 

affordable. 

 

Free trial Not available Often available 

 

Fee One-time fee which includes the cost 

of software application only. Cost of 

hardware and IT staff is managed by 

individual customers or 

organizations. 

 

Subscription fee which includes the 

cost of software application, hardware 

and IT staff. Whole infrastructure is 

managed by the SaaS provider. 

Infrastructure 

requirement 

In traditional on-premise software 

applications, whole infrastructure is 

required. Infrastructure overhead or 

management of the required 

hardware is a matter of great concern 

as whole infrastructure is being 

managed by the individual customer 

or an organization.  

 

With SaaS applications, infrastructure 

is no longer a concern, only additional 

Internet bandwidth is required. SaaS 

applications usually operate in cloud 

which means SaaS applications use the 

infrastructure of cloud and customers 

can access their application and data 

anywhere with the help of Internet.  

Integration & 

Scalability 

Integration and scalability is seldom 

required. In case of traditional on-

premise applications scaling is 

seldom required as on-premise 

applications change corresponding to 

the organizational changes. Cost of 

scaling is abided by the organization. 

 

 

Integration and scalability is often 

required. With SaaS applications, new 

features and fixes can be released to 

multiple users immediately because of 

underlying multi-tenant architecture.In 

case of SaaS applications scaling is 

often required as SaaS applications are 

mostly focused on collecting data over 

time for example: CRM, analytical 

services etc. Cost of scaling is abided 

by SaaS provider. 

SaaS applications can be scaled up or 

down very easily and immediately 

depending on the user’s requirements. 

SaaS applications have APIs that 

allow connections not only to internal 

applications like ERPs or CRMs but 

also to other SaaS providers. 

 

Application Traditional on-premise software SaaS applications are well suited for 
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areas applications are well suited for areas 

like finance, business intelligence 

etc. 

areas like Customer Relationship 

Management (CRM), Office & 

Messaging software, Human Resource 

Management (HRM), Computer Aided 

Designing (CAD), Content 

Management (CM), Collaboration 

software like E-mail etc. 

 

Customer-

vendor 

relationships 

In case of traditional on-premise 

software applications customer-

vendor relationship is of limited 

duration because vendor delivers the 

software, updates and patches to 

customer and then disappears.  

 

In case of SaaS applications customer-

vendor relationship is ongoing because 

vendor provides ongoing support from 

day one till end. 

Query creation 

and report 

generation 

process 

In case of traditional on-premise 

software applications query creation 

and report generation process is 

simple because these applications are 

based on single-tenant architecture 

and database is not being shared by 

multiple organizations. 

 

 

In case of SaaS applications query 

creation and report generation process 

is complex because these applications 

are based on multi-tenant architecture 

and database is being shared by 

multiple organizations. In case of SaaS 

applications, querying and reporting 

process creates a lot of processing 

overhead as it is very difficult to scan 

and reformat the entire database in 

multi-tenant architecture. 

 

Data storage In traditional on-premise software 

applications data is stored in 

traditional in-house servers that are 

located within the companies.  

 

In SaaS applications, data is stored in 

data centers of cloud infrastructure. 

Maintenance Maintenance is required on the part 

of client. 

 

No maintenance is required on the part 

of client. 

Training On-site training 

 

On-line/On-demand training 

 

 

Conclusion 

 
Nowadays mostly all the organizations are realizing the transformative benefits offered by SaaS 

applications, only concern is security. Traditional on-premise software applications are more 
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expensive than on-demand SaaS applications because on-premise applications are installed and 

operated on computers in the premises of an organization and these applications require capital 

investment in hardware, software, software licenses, IT staff etc. but on-premise applications are 

considered more secure than on-demand SaaS applications because in case of on-premise 

applications organization is responsible for the security, integrity, availability, confidentiality, 

maintenance and support.  

 

Nowadays some traditional on-premise software vendors have realized the value of SaaS and 

cloud computing and they are shifting to cloud computing environment and offering many 

products in this area. Some SaaS vendors allow their applications to be deployed on-premise by 

creating a private cloud to keep organization’s data, applications and computing in house. Some 

SaaS vendors allow the organizations to choose where they want their data and applications to be 

stored. Both of these options provided by the SaaS vendors focus on reducing the security risk 

fears of organizations that don’t want to process and store their valuable data on the Web. 

Organizations that adopt SaaS applications may find that they are forced to adopt new versions, 

which might result in unanticipated training costs and an increase in errors made by users in the 

new versions. 

  

SaaS applications are hosted in the cloud which is far away from the application users. This 

introduces latency into the environment. Relying on an Internet connection means that data are 

transferred to and from a SaaS vendor at Internet speeds rather than the potentially higher speeds 

of an organization’s internal network. Some business applications may require access to or 

integration with customer's current data and if data is large in volume or sensitive (for example: 

end users' personal information), integration with remotely hosted software can be costly or risky 

or time consuming as all the data is travelling over network so data is more vulnerable to security 

attacks. For example, SaaS model is not suitable for applications that demand response times in 

milliseconds.  

 

SaaS applications are good for SMBs whereas large scale organizations prefer traditional on-

premise software applications. Multi-tenant architecture of SaaS model limits the customization 

of applications that affect the clients especially large organizations using applications for which 

customization is necessary. Large scale organizations need to assess their existing IT investment 

(which includes hardware, software, IT staff, networking infrastructure etc.) before shifting. For 

companies which are starting up or at initial stage SaaS applications are a better option as these 

companies could save the IT investment.  

 

In SaaS applications, security and privacy of user’s data is a great concern as SaaS applications 

are hosted in cloud. In case of SaaS applications individual users or organizations are totally 

dependent on SaaS provider for security and privacy. Vulnerabilities of cloud environment 

should be taken into account (or consideration) before shifting to SaaS applications. Decision of 

shifting from traditional on premise applications to SaaS applications also depend on the 

criticality or sensitivity of data. Business value of data should be taken into account. For each 

and every SaaS application there may be a different security system depending on the value of 

information (or asset value). Designing a different security system for all the applications can 
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lead to vulnerabilities and a single security system for all the applications will be too costly and 

this security can become the target of hackers so security of all the SaaS applications would be 

affected. In case of any fraud, forensics is very difficult in case of SaaS applications as hardware 

and other resources are not physically available.  

 

Decision of outsourcing is not an easy task as it affects many people (specially jobs of IT staff) 

although organization’s expenditure reduces a lot because incase of SaaS applications IT budget 

is significantly reduced as there is no need of IT staff, expensive equipments, licenses etc. In 

case of traditional on-premise software applications, there is no need to entrust an outside vendor 

for storage, processing, backup & recovery of valuable data whereas security of valuable data is 

the main issue which is slowing down the acceptance of SaaS applications. 

 

SaaS applications are financially attractive.  There are no upfront costs for using SaaS 

applications. By paying a nominal cost, customers can subscribe for using SaaS applications. 

Decision should be made keeping in mind all the above mentioned factors (or parameters) or 

keeping in mind the advantages and disadvantages of traditional on-premise software 

applications and SaaS applications or by proper study of Cost Saving versus Security & Privacy. 

Security and Privacy of data is the main obstacle in the growth of SaaS applications. 
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